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Undersheriff Kevin McMahill Discusses  
March 30, 2017 OIS 

 

On March 30, 2017 at approximately 12:47 a.m., patrol officers were dispatched to the 
7900 block of Brianna Cheerful Avenue to investigate reports of a hot prowl that was 
captured on a home surveillance system.  The suspect was described as a male 
wearing a bandana and camouflage jacket carrying a cordless drill.   
 
As officers were contacting a resident, they heard glass breaking at a nearby home 
located in the 9800 hundred block of River Trader Street.  Officers observed the suspect 
ransacking the residence and requested additional units. 
 
As officers surrounded the home, the suspect fled from the rear of the residence and 
began to jump walls to evade capture.  The LVMPD air unit arrived on scene and 
observed a suspect running with what appeared to be a long gun.  As the suspect 
jumped a wall, he encountered Officer Dumesic, who was just arriving on the other side 
of the block wall.  The suspect pointed the firearm in the direction of officer Dumesic, 
who then fired one round which missed.   
 
The suspect continued to evade police and was confronted by a citizen in a different 
yard who struck him with an aluminum baseball bat.  The suspect continued to flee on 
foot and was eventually apprehended with the assistance of another citizen.  A 
Remington 870 shotgun was recovered at the scene were the officer fired at the 
suspect.  
 
The suspect has been identified as a 16 year old male and is currently housed at the 
Clark County Juvenile Detention Center. He has not been certified as an adult thus his 
identity will not be released.  
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A video of today’s press conference can be viewed by clicking on the following link: 
https://youtu.be/Cal8OysEswo 
 
This is the 3rd officer involved shooting of 2017. The LVMPD Force Investigation Team 
is currently investigating the officer’s use of force in this incident. Their findings will be 
forwarded to the Clark County District Attorney’s Office for review.  
  
An examination of this incident is also being conducted by the LVMPD Critical Incident 
Review Team. This review will focus on policy, tactics and training as it relates to this 
use of force.  
 
This is an ongoing investigation.  Anyone with any information about this incident is 
urged to contact the LVMPD Force Investigation Section at 702-828-8452.  To remain 
anonymous contact Crime Stoppers by phone at 702-385-5555, on the internet at 
www.crimestoppersofnv.com, or text CRIMENV plus tip information to 274637 
(CRIMES).  Message and data rates may apply.  Tips leading directly to an arrest or 
indictment processed through Crime Stoppers may be eligible for a cash reward. 
 
Message and data rates may apply. Tips leading directly to an arrest or indictment 
processed through Crime Stoppers may be eligible for a cash reward.    
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